
BergWaldWeg  
WinterWanderWeg Penken

Hiking is becoming ever more popular among tourists and locals alike. Enjoy a nice trail, see beautiful
landscapes and enjoy nature at its best. What more can you ask for? 

The Penken Loop Hike Trail is the newest attraction in the Penken area. It includes the following trails:

      We did introduce the "Loop Hike Ticket" especially
for this trail. The ticket can be purchased at all stations and gives  
maximum flexibility regarding the possible trails. With this ticket
you can use 4 lifts of your choice between Penken and the
Finkenberger Almbahnen.

 

Length BergWaldWeg: --> 4,6 km 

Length WinterWanderWeg Penken: --> 1,9 km      

Full flexibility: you can also walk parts of the
trail or take the trail in the opposite direction. 

The Penkenjoch Loop Hike Ticket costs:
Adult:                                       27,50 EUR
Adult with guest card:       26,00 EUR
Children(2007-2015):         13,50 EUR

You can also use your regular skipass for the
hike.

Restaurants and restrooms nearby all
stations.

              about 1,5 hours walking time

              about 40 minutes walking time

Valley station

Finkenberger Almbahnen, Persal 200, 6292 Finkenberg
+43 5285 62196  I          hintertuxergletscher.at 

Penkenjoch Rundwander Weg - Loop Hike Trail

Valley station

Valley Station Kombibahn +
Mountain station Penken

Our suggested route
Our starting point is Finkenberg. From there
you take the gondola to the middle station
(1,750m).

Once there you can walk the BergWaldWeg
until you are at the mountain station of the 
 Penken.

Next you take the gondola to the mountain
top (1,994m). From there you can walk the
WinterWanderWeg Penken towards the
Penkenjoch (2,095m). You will pass the
impressive Capella Granata and the
reservoir pond before you reach the
mountain station of the Penkenjoch.

From there you can return to the valley
station of the Finkenberger Almbahnen.

Good to know
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The new attraction in the Penken area
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